


Shinsaibashi Shopping Street : The major shopping paradise in downtown Osaka. 

Dotombori : This food paradise has two rows of eateries packed wall-to-wall with Japanese nosh of every 
imaginable kinds and prices. With the lights of neon sign boards touting as colourful as a rainbow, this is the good 

Fushimi Inari Taisha : An important Shinto shrine in southern Kyoto. It is famous for its thousands of vermilion toril
gates, which straddle a network of trails behind its main buildings. 

Kiyomizu Temple : Famous for its principal sanctuary, built on a steep cliff. It is registered as a world cultural 
heritage in 1994. 

Assemble at KLIA International Airport for your flight to Osaka Kansai International Airport. 

Village of Shirakawa-go:
houses constructed in the architectural style known as gassho-zukuri. The Gassho-zukuri, "prayer-hands 
construction" style is characterized by a thatched and steeply slanting roof resembling hands joined in prayer.

Takayama Jinya : The Takayama Jinya served as the local government office headed by the officials dispatched 
from Edo. The building complex was in official use until 1969, and is now open to the public as a museum. 



After breakfast, transfer to Narita International Airport for your flight back to Kuala Lumpur . 

Matsumoto Castle: Is one of the most complete and beautiful among Japan's original castles. (Out view)

Fuji Earthquake Simulation Centre : It is a specializing space of Earthquake Simulation Facility with a various 
theme . 

Mount Fuji : The highest mountain in Japan with a beautiful conic shape, the world renowned symbol of Japan . 
(Subject to weather conditions)

Oshino-Mura: Oshino-mura in the foot of southeast Mount Fuji of Yamanashi.

Asakusa Kannon Temple : It is the oldest and one of the most popular temples in the urban area of Tokyo. By 
having a huge red lantern hang under the gate of Kaminari-mon (thunder gate) as the symbol. 

Nakamise Avenue : There are over 150 stores lining up on the street. The stores are packed full of local 
specialities and popular souvenirs. 

Odaiba : 
newest landmark. Not only does it offer parks, the latest amusement facilities and shopping area where visitors 
can feel the sea breeze in the heart of the city, but also the beautiful sight of the Rainbow Bridge.

Shinjuku : Visit to Kabukicho where you will find brightly neon signboard after dusk falls. 

Mt Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Route :  Begin the Alpine route tour by buses and cable car as assigned by the 
authorities as per below ( Journey 6 8 Hour ) : 

Ogisawa by Train  / 16 Mins 
Kurobe Dam
Kurobe Dam by walk 15mins
Lake Kurobe by subway 5mins 
Kurobedaira by Ropeway 7mins 
Daikanbo by trolly bus  

Daikanbo by trolly bus 

Ice Wall by bus 20 Mins

Tateyama by bus 30mis (Outview Waterfalls ) 

Bijyo-Dairo by Cable Railway 7mins  

TOKYU REI RESORT or Similar Class

(RYOKAN TATAMI STYLE)



SEASONS SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN WINTER

CITIES MAR - MAY JUN - AUG SEP - NOV DEC - FEB

SAPPORO -4 to 17 C 26 to 12 C 20 to 7 C -8 to 5 C

TOKYO 8 to  23 C 31 to 19 C 25 to 10 C 2 to 12 C

OSAKA 8 to 26 C 31 to 20 C 28 to 10 C 3 to 12 C

FUKUOKA 6 to 24 C 32 to 19 C 28 to 10 C 3 to 13 C

GOLDEN DELUXE TRAVEL SERVICE AGENCY S/B 
(Company No.153905-W)

Kuala Lumpur Office : ( KKKP 2017 )
10-1,Jalan Khoo Teik Ee,  Off Jalan Imbi ,55100 Kuala Lumpur .

Tel : +603 21446888 / 9888     Fax : +603 21444245 
Serdang Office : ( KKKP 4938 )
No,41-2, 1ST Floor , Jalan BS 4/1, Bukit Serdang , Section 4/5 , Seri Kembangan , 43300 
Selangor .

Tel : +603 89486808                 Fax : +603 89486101 

www.goldendeluxe.my

A) Preparation before departure :-

2) Luggage - Kindly make sure all bags are properly tagged for easy identification

and lock all check-in luggage. For security purpose, sharp and dangerous items 

are not allowed to carry into the flight cabin via hand carry luggage, only 01 piece 

per person with dimension not exceeding 56cm x 36cm x 23cm - maximum 7kgs.

(*Policy differs base on airlines terms & conditions )

B) Weather - Based on celcius (C ) and subject to daily changes :-

1) Body lotion and lip gloss - strongly recommended to bring along as the humidity is low .

1) Travel Insurance - Strongly recommended to purchase before the date of travel, 

due to medical fees are expensive in Japan .

C) Clothing and others :-

1) Suggest to wear smart casual, comfortable outfit, walking shoe, umbrella.

D) Meals :-

1) Breakfast - Normally buffet style. 2) Lunch & Dinner Japanese Meals

2) Most of the Japan Hotels to promote environmental protection and will not provide all toiletries . Suggest to bring along 

own habits of toothpaste , toothbrushes , shampoo and shower gel . 

E) Currency / Credit Card

1) Recommend to change YEN only (YEN$ 10000 = RM 375.00 ) before travel and credit cards are generally accepted by most 

shops.

F) Water / Voltage :-

1) Mineral water can be purchase at any shop & restaurant in Japan .

2) Bring along International Adaptor 

G) Malaysia Handphone :-
1) Require 3G system if call from JAPAN.

H) Time Different :-
1)

I)

1) Original passport must valid at least 06 months and above from the return date in the air ticket.

J)  Additional Information :-

Visa Exemption (Malaysian Passport holder only) :-

01 hour ahead of Malaysia

1) Most of the local tour guide in Japan will suggest some optional tours during the free day in your itinerary and all optional tours are 

at your own expenses.

K) General Tours Terms and Conditions :-
1) Kindly refer to the back of you original tour invoice for tour terms and conditions.

2) Principally tour commentary will be conducted in Chinese speaking . However,others languages can be arrange on request basis .


